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Deep Learning with Python: Learn Best Practices of Deep Learning Models with PyTorchApress, 2021

	Master the practical aspects of implementing deep learning solutions with PyTorch, using a hands-on approach to understanding both theory and practice. This updated edition will prepare you for applying deep learning to real world problems with a sound theoretical foundation and practical know-how with PyTorch, a platform developed by...


		

Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed is a deep dive into the Visual Studio 2005 tool. Specifically, it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the ultimate productivity and use out of the Visual Studio 2005 development environment. This...


		

Little Green Data Book 2004World Bank Publications, 2004
In its 3rd annual edition, The Little Green Data Book 2004 is a pocket-sized ready reference on key environmental data for over 200 countries. Key indicators are organized under the headings of agriculture, forestry, biodiversity, energy, emission and pollution, and water and sanitation.
Profiles of each country include 48 key development...






		

JUnit in ActionManning Publications, 2003
A guide to unit testing Java applications (including J2EE applications) using the JUnit framework and its extensions, this book provides techniques for solving real-world problems such as unit testing legacy applications, writing real tests for real objects, automating tests, testing in isolation, and unit testing J2EE and database...


		

Software Testing and Analysis: Process, Principles and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first comprehensive book on software test and analysis
   You can't “test quality into” a software product, but neither can you build a quality software product without test and analysis.  Software test and analysis is increasingly recognized, in research and in industrial practice, as a core challenge in...


		

The Red Gate Guide to SQL Server Team-based DevelopmentRed gate, 2010

	Only small projects, relevant to very few people, are built by the sweat and toil of a lone developer. Larger projects, affecting whole organizations, will invariably require a team of people to design and develop the application and its storage layer, or database.


	In some cases, this will mean some developers and one or two DBAs,...






		

Voice over IP Fundamentals (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
A systematic approach to understanding the basics of Voice over IP

* Understand the basics of PSTN services and IP signaling protocols, including SS7
* Learn how VoIP can run the same applications as the existing telephony system, but in a more cost-efficient and scalable manner
* Delve into such VoIP topics as jitter,...


		

Information Retrieval for Music and MotionSpringer, 2007
A general scenario that has attracted a lot of attention for multimedia information retrieval is based on the query-by-example paradigm: retrieve all documents from a database containing parts or aspects similar to a given data fragment. However, multimedia objects, even though they are similar from a structural or semantic viewpoint, often reveal...

		

Release It!: Design and Deploy Production-Ready SoftwarePragmatic Bookshelf, 2007

	You’ve worked hard on the project for more than year. Finally, it looks like all the features are actually complete, and most even have unit tests. You can breathe a sigh of relief. You’re done.

	

	Or are you?

	

	Does “feature complete” mean “production ready”? Is your system...






		

Network-Centric Service Oriented EnterpriseSpringer, 2007
The emergence of Enterprise services has triggered a major paradigm shift in distributed computing: from Object-Oriented Architecture (OOA) to Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). As the need grows to incorporate and exchange information across wire-line and wireless networks, so grows the necessity to establish an infrastructure for...

		

Practical Application Development with AppRun: Building Reliable, High-Performance Web Apps Using Elm-Inspired Architecture, Event Pub-Sub, and ComponentsApress, 2019

	
		
			Explore the concepts, patterns, and architecture behind AppRun applications. With this end-to-end guide, you will be able to build web apps fast to the market with the low learning curve and high development productivity.

		
			You will learn how to break down the application logic into three decoupled parts:...




		

Automatic Algorithm Recognition and Replacement: A New Approach to Program OptimizationMIT Press, 2000
Optimizing compilers have a fundamental problem. No matter how powerful their optimizations
are, they are no substitute for good application algorithms. Consider the case of
sorting. For sufficiently large data sets, a merge sort algorithm compiled with a less powerful
optimizer will always out-perform a selection sort algorithm...
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